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The Belle II Experiment and its Goals
KEKB was an electron-positron collider at KEK in Tsukuba/Japan which
studied the decay of B mesons at the Y(4S) resonance
Nobel Prize in Physics 2008 to Kobayashi and Maskawa
The SuperKEKB collider and the Belle II detector will build on the previous
success:
Study the B meson system in far greater precision
Probe for new physics in a wide range of interesting topologies
Spectroscopy of Quarkonium systems

The Belle II Collaboration: 756 members from 104 institutes in 25 countries
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First Collisions !

One of the first hadronic events recorded with the Belle II Detector at 2:27 a.m.
JST on the 26th April 2018
... not much python involved here, sorry ...
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The basf2 Framework
Mainly written from scratch using experiences from Belle and other experiments
utilizes new technologies: C++14 (GCC 7.3), ROOT 6, Geant 4.10, Python 3.6
Python 3 as steering/scripting language
ROOT for input/output (also raw data)
parallel processing support using fork
Framework Design:
Modules are individual units of processing and use a common data store to read event
data and write back results (not to be confused with python modules)
All processing steps for recorded and simulated events are implemented in basf2:
Event generation, simulation, digitization, online trigger, reconstruction and analysis
Important libraries are bundled into externals: ROOT, gcc, Geant4, . . .
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Python usage in the basf2 Framework

python 3.6.1 included in the externals of our framework - ensures the
same modern python environment on all supported platforms (even Scientific Linux 6)
Python is a first-class citizen in our framework:
Steering files connect modules to paths and are written in Python 3
Framework Modules can be written in C++ and Python
Framework functionality is exported to Python via boost::python
User classes and all objects within the framework’s DataStore are available
in Python via PyROOT
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Python Steering files
Steering files configure the execution modalities (which calbration database to
use etc.) and the modules executed for each event:
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Python Modules
Python modules use the same entry methods as our C++ modules (beginRun(),
event() for each processed event etc.)

Python modules can be added to the processing path as easy as C++ modules:
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Jupyter Notebooks
Jupyter inherits all benefits available to Python in our framework, plus:
Notebooks
Save expressions and corresponding results in one place
Include comments, documentation, pictures, drawings, LATEX, videos
Send notebooks, including all results, to someone else (use-cases: software
examples, bug reports)
Perform analyses interactively

Clickable widgets in HTML and JavaScript
Sections of a notebook can be executed individually
Tab-completion and syntax highlighting
Server–client structure
Access the Jupyter service from your home computer, smartphone, tablet, etc.
but run the calculations on a high-performance machine
No need to rely on X forwarding or other technologies

Many data science tools with Jupyter integration: ROOT, matplotlib, pandas
Not only for Python (Haskell, Julia, C++, ROOT, Terminal)
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Under the Hood: Integrating basf2
We developed the Python library hep ipython tools [1] which simplifies
the integration of HEP Frameworks with jupyter notebooks.
Core component for seamless Jupyter integration of basf2:
Process handler for background framework execution
Creates a separate worker process for basf2
Transfers path configuration and starts processing
Monitors running framework process
Installs a message queue between jupyter and basf2 processes to transfer
status information (current event number, performance statistics etc.)
Can support multiple basf2 Instances to concurrently scan a parameter
space
Implementation is generic and can be easily adapted to support other
frameworks
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Better User Experience: Widgets
Jupyter Widgets are graphical exentsions to notebooks to better view
use-case specific contents
Written in Python and JavaScript, running interactively in the user’s browser
Allows to use rich library ecosystem of Python and web-development world
(jQuery, HTML5, CSS etc.)
We developed a set of Jupyter widgets to improve the user experience of
basf2 in Notebooks
Progress Bar
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Better User Experience: Widgets
Collection Viewer

Log Parser
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basf2 + Python + Jupyter + Hub = Epic Training

The Belle II collaboration hosts a Jupyterhub instance for all it’s members:

https://jupyterhub.belle2.org/
Main purpose of this instance is for training workshops we hold at least 3 times
per year.
Each participant gets the correct software version with zero hassle (we use
Jupyterhub’s docker spawner and our externals and framework in a Docker
image)
The Notebook contain explanations, instructions and code fragments in one
place: solves problem of disconnect between documentation and code.
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Juypterhub Training
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Juypterhub Training
Over the last year, we have compiled Notebooks to a Belle II Starterkit which we
can use during Training Workshops or people can use on their own time.
Currently, the following topics are covered:
Basic Python usage
Writing basf2 steering files (event generation, simulation and reconstruction)
Analysis of ROOT N-Tuples with pandas
Plotting with pandas and matplotlib
Usage of basf2’s multi-variate tools for analysis
Flavor Tagger and Continuum Suppression in user analysis
Very positive feedback from the two workshop we had so far from participants.
Nota Bene: We also explain how to use basf2 without jupyter notebooks, some
users prefer this.
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Python and First Collision Results
Fast feedback to the SuperKEKB-Accelerator group is important during the early
commissioning phase of the accelerator.
One novel feature to achieve the 40 times higher luminosity is the nano-beam
scheme which allows for a very strong focusing at the beam interaction point up
to 10µm (20 times smaller than KEKB)

KEKB Interaction region beam
overlap

SuperKEKB Interaction region
beam overlap

Source: Study of the collision point properties. N.Braun et al.[2]
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Python and First Collision Results

Figure: Longitudinal component of the interaction vertex estimated using single tracks
originating from the interaction vertex in early Belle II events.[2]

Workflow:
Event-reconstruction with basf2
Python-based analysis running as module in basf2 writes ROOT NTuples
Using the root pandas library to load the NTuples as into one pandas dataframe
Additional selections using the pandas Dataframe
Final plotting with matplotlib and custom Belle II style configuration
Within days of first data, we were able to generate publication quality plots.
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Python and First Collision Results
In the first weeks of data-taking, many more plots for publication have been
created using either ROOT plotting, matplotlib and pandas

Underlines the flexibility and efficiency of user analyses options available in the
the Belle II software ecosystem.
https://docs.belle2.org/search?cc=Belle+II+Notes+%3A+Plots
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Wishlist for better Python @ HEP
Python 3 compatibility checked as part of the ROOT release procedure
Currently, we have to patch some things ourselves before building ROOT,
but they are in the ROOT repository now.
Some ROOT-based libraries are difficult to use from python (for
example RooFit) due to conceptual differences how python handles
object lifetime
This results in weird side-effects which are hard to understand for the
average user.
More common development effort on HEP-tools, specifically for Python
The scikit-hep project is a good start
We also should work more to ”enrich” existing python data analysis tools like
scipy with HEP-specific features (where applicable)
Compile documentation and training of best-practices for data
analysis with existing python tools for HEP
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The Big Picture
Your browser
is the UI

Jupyterhub

A3 S

Central
webservice

Distributed
Computing

Analysis in the cloud (analysis as a service)
The notebooks can be used for outreach (e.g. tutorials in universities and
schools)
Jupyterhub provides a jupyter notebook server with authentication, user
management, distributed computation/cluster support.
Prototype and evaluation setup is running successfully
We are currently in discussion with data centers hosting large parts of our
user base to provide a production-grade Jupyterhub with access to storage
and batch farm.
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Conclusion and Outlook

Perform Python calculations with Jupyter notebooks to have all benefits of
Python together with the interactivity.
The lightweight software layer provided by hep ipython tools allows a
seamless integration of HEP frameworks (here basf2) with interactive
jupyter notebooks
Notebooks can be used for:
Interactive development of framework module algorithms
Working on analyses with fast feedback via inlined plots
Self-describing Notebooks for tutorials and outreach

Using jupyter(hub) with basf2 is a full environment for physics analysis!
In the future: possibilities for interactive Belle 2 physics analysis via the web
browser, centrally hosted at data centers
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Backup Slides
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Full Analysis Example
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Full Analysis Example
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Full Analysis Example

The shown notebook was already successfully tested with students in a tutorial
for Belle II.
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